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England’s top food establishments get shortlisted at The 6th Food Awards England 2019
Creative Oceanic are delighted to host The 6th Food Awards England 2019.
The Food Awards England 2019 are back for sixth year to celebrate the best in the food industry;
from the excellent restaurants, chefs and servers, to the specialists and suppliers.
Whether it is the places that you have had your lunch and dinner hundreds of times or new
establishments that have just entered the industry, the Food Awards England 2019 are an exclusive
celebration of the masters that enhance the flavours in the country.
The black-tie ceremony will take place on Monday October 14th at The Mercure Manchester
Piccadilly Hotel.
The event will welcome top professionals of the country’s food sector that provide delicious dishes,
the freshest of products and rich menus.
It will also showcase food suppliers, servers and manufacturers that take our taste buds around the
world while in the comfort of England.
The awards promise to be a memorable event in the food industry’s calendar, with a wide range of
accolades ready to be presented to the most deserving professionals and establishments, including
Restaurant of the Year, Chef of the Year, Gastropub of the Year, Cooking School of the Year, Best of
Manchester and many more.
The Horseshoes, Long Lane, Derby which is part of the Berkeley Inns Group has been shortlisted in
the Gastropub of the Year category. The Horseshoes will find out if they will be crowned winners at
the elegant ceremony taking place in the Autumn.

Quote: - Dawn-Elizabeth Rudd – Berkeley Inns Ltd – Head of Group PR & Media
Relations
“We are absolutely delighted to be shortlisted once more for this prestigious award and are much
looking forward to attending the ceremony on Monday 14th October, alongside a wealth of culinary
talent and expertise in the Midlands. We consider ourselves extremely fortunate to be recognised
as finalists once more. Our dedicated team of professionals literally go above and beyond each day
to provide an exemplary dining experience for all our discerning visitors”
Irfan Younis, CEO of Creative Oceanic said: “England offers a wide range of places that serve world
cuisines. The finalists were voted for by the public for providing authentic recipes and unique dishes
to their diners, creating memorable experiences for both residents and visitors.
“Undoubtedly, there are some amazing specialists around the country, who know how to offer great
service, delicious food and meet the expectations of their diners. These are the professionals that
we aim to reward at The Food Awards England 2019.

“We would like to wish all the finalists the best of luck and we can’t wait to welcome all our guests
and celebrate the winners with them.”
Ends
(Note to Editors)


For further information on the Food Awards England please follow the link on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/TheFoodAwardsEngland/



For more information regarding the event contact Creative Oceanic on 08448793256 or email events6@creativeoceanic.com



Creative Oceanic, website www.creativeoceanic.com. For more information regarding the event or media related information
please contact Creative Oceanic UK 08448793256, Republic Of Ireland 019020004 or email media@creativeoceanic.com



Creative Oceanic, are organiser’s of all aspects of the Awards from the event management through to the public and media
relations aspects. We organise over 70 awards a year in Glasgow, Manchester, Birmingham, London, Belfast, Leicester, Cardiff
and Dublin.

